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Abstract The article presents information modeling of the technological process based on vector optimization
methods, which were developed in the author’s early works. As a test example, the technology “to predict and select
the best welding parameters for hybrid laser arc welding (HLAW)” was used, “to predict and select the best welding
parameters during the hybrid arc welding (HLAW)”, which was published in DOI:10.12691/ajmo-6-1-2. The
mathematical model of the technological process is constructed as a vector problem of mathematical programming.
In the model, criteria (characteristics of the technological process) are formed under certainty conditions (the
functional dependence of each characteristic and restrictions on parameters is known) and in conditions of
uncertainty (there is not enough information about the functional dependence of each characteristic on parameters).
We formed a test case in which the initial parameters correspond to the parameters from DOI:10.12691/ajmo-6-1-2.
The modeling methodology is shown in a numerical example of a technological process with two parameters and
three characteristics. The constructed vector nonlinear programming problem is implemented in the MATLAB
system.
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1. Introduction
Currently, the problem of designing technical systems,
technological processes, materials using information
technologies and optimization has received much attention,
both in Russia and abroad [1-15]. In works [2,3,4,5] at the
design stage, the construction of mathematical models of
technical systems and their modeling based on the theory
and vector optimization methods is shown. Information
statement of technological process, the bound to welding
of metals is presented in article [1]. Using the experimental
data [1] the research of technological process is conducted.
The purpose of this work is to present the methodology for
the selection of the optimal parameters of the technological
process according to experimental data. The model is
represented by a vector problem mathematical programming.
The solution of the vector problem is carried out under
certainty and uncertainty. To achieve this goal in the work
presented: The analysis of the initial data of the
technological process presented in [1] was carried out. For
such a technological process, we have formed a test case
and built a mathematical model, similar to the technical
system in [2,3,4,5]; The model of the technological
process is presented as a vector (multicriteria) problem of
mathematical programming. Outputs characteristics of the

process were presented as a polynomial of the second
degree; The methodology is illustrated on the numerical
example of model of the technological process with two
parameters and three characteristics in the conditions of a
certainty and uncertainty. The problem of nonlinear
programming realized in the MATLAB system [14].

2. Analysis and Mathematical
Formulation of the Problem of
Choosing the Best Parameters of
the Technological Process
2.1. Analysis of Input Data of
the Technological Process
Your in work [1] the research of a number of
technologies is conducted and the methodology of the
choice of the best parameters of technological process
according to the experimental data is presented. Consider
one of the technologies “Hybrid Laser Arc Welding
(HLAW)”, [1]. Alloy ZE41-T5 was chosen as the material
to be welded with AZ61 alloy as a filler material.
The nominal composition of the alloy ZE41-T5 and
AZ61Alloys (wt. the %) is presented in Table 1, [1]. The
experiments were planned using a three-factor central
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composite structure and were carried out in various
welding conditions — the “parameters”: 1) laser power;
2) travel speed; 3) wire feed speed; 4) current;
5) frequency. To predict performance characteristics
(functions), the following (output) characteristics were
investigated: 1) weld depth; 2) under fill; 3) percentage
defect; 4) total accumulated pore length. The experimental
parameters of the input and output of the weld for HLAW
ZE41-T5 with AZ61 filler are presented in Table 1.
(Table 3A in [1]).
According to its structure, Table 1 can be considered as
a technical system, the study of which was carried out in
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[1,2]. The model of the technological process is presented
as a vector (multi-criteria) problem of mathematical
programming, similarly to [4,5,8,9].
Output characteristics of the process were presented
as a polynomial of the second degree. Similarly, we
tried to present the output characteristics of Table 1 as
polynomials in MATLAB. But the resulting regression
matrix is not correct. We sorted the source data of Table 1
by parameters and presented them as Table 2.
From Table 2 it can be seen that in the experimental
data presented for the same input parameters, the values of
the output characteristics (functions) are different.

Table 1. Experimental weld input and output parameters for HLAW of ZE41-T5 with AZ61 filler
Run Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Process Variables
Laser Power, p (Analog
Travel Speed, v
V)
(mm/sec)
2.75
21.0
2.75
21.0
2.75
30.0
2.75
21.0
2.75
21.0
3.5
21.0
2.75
12.0
2.75
21.0
2.30
26.4
2.30
15.6
2.30
26.4
2.00
21.0
3.20
26.4
2.75
21.0
2.30
15.6
3.20
15.6
2.75
21.0
3.20
15.6
2.75
21.0
3.20
26.4

Outputs
Wire Feed Rate, r
(m/min)
6.0
7.3
7.3
7.3
8.5
7.3
7.3
7.3
6.5
6.5
8.0
7.3
6.5
7.3
8.0
6.5
7.3
8.0
7.3
8.0

Depth, D(mm)
3.84
2.26
3.65
2.19
2.53
4.89
2.37
2.99
2.62
1.96
2.96
2.02
5.13
2.36
1.99
5.93
2.76
3.92
2.57
4.45

Total Accumulated Pore
Length, Po (mm/mm)
0.65
0.03
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.06
0.24
0.12
0.03
0.09
0.04
0.90
0.00
0.00
1.12
0.08
0.10
0.08
0.41

Table 2. Experimental weld input and output parameters for HLAW of ZE41-T5 with AZ61 filler
Run Order
12
10
15
9
11
7
1
4
2
8
14
17
19
5
3
16
18
13
20
6

Process Variables
Laser Power, p
Travel Speed, v
(Analog V)
(mm/sec)
2.00
21.0
2.30
15.6
2.30
15.6
2.30
26.4
2.30
26.4
2.75
12.0
2.75
21.0
2.75
21.0
2.75
21.0
2.75
21.0
2.75
21.0
2.75
21.0
2.75
21.0
2.75
21.0
2.75
30.0
3.20
15.6
3.20
15.6
3.20
26.4
3.20
26.4
3.5
21.0

Outputs
Wire Feed Rate, r
(m/min)
7.3
6.5
8.0
6.5
8.0
7.3
6.0
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3
8.5
7.3
6.5
8.0
6.5
8.0
7.3

Depth, D(mm)
2.02
1.96
1.99
2.62
2.96
2.37
3.84
2.19
2.26
2.99
2.36
2.76
2.57
2.53
3.65
5.93
3.92
5.13
4.45
4.89

Total Accumulated Pore Length, Po
(mm/mm)
0.04
0.03
0.00
0.12
0.09
0.06
0.65
0.00
0.03
0.24
0.00
0.08
0.08
0.00
0.11
1.12
0.10
0.90
0.41
0.28
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2.2. Vector Problem of Mathematical
Programming, as a Mathematical Model
for the Selection of Optimal Parameters
of the Technological Process
The mathematical model of the technological process
by analogy with the technical system [2,3,4,5,7-11] is
investigated with conditions of certainty and uncertainty.
Conditions of a certainty are characterized by the fact that
the functional dependence of each characteristic and
restrictions on the parameters of the technological process
is known, [2,7,10]. The conditions of uncertainty are
characterized by the fact that the initial data characterizing
the technological process are presented: a) random,
b) fuzzy, or, c) incomplete data. Therefore, we lack
sufficient information about the functional dependence
of each characteristic and restrictions on the parameters
[3,8,11]. For options a) and b) basic data have to be
transformed to option c) and are presented in the
table form. In work the option c) - with not full data
which are, as a rule, obtained from experimental data is
investigated. In real life, the conditions of certainty and
uncertainty are combined. The process model should also
reflect these conditions. We will present a model of the
technological process under certainty and uncertainty in
the aggregate:

Opt F(X)={max F1(X)={max fk(X), k = 1, K1def }, (1)
max I1(X) ≡{max{fk(Xi, i= 1, M )}T, k= 1, K1unc }, (2)
min F2(X) = {min fk(X), k = 1, K 2def },

(3)

min I2(X) ≡{min{fk(Xi, i= 1, M )}T, k= 1, K 2unc }}, (4)

3. Methodology of the Choice of
Optimum Parameters of Technological
Process According to the Experimental
Data
The methodology includes a number of stages.
1. Formation of the technical specifications (source data)
for numerical modeling and the choice of optimum
parameters of the technological process. Input data are
formed by the designer, who investigates and projects the
technological process. 2. Construction of a mathematical
(numerical) model of the technological process in the
conditions of certainty and uncertainty. 3. The solution
of the vector problem of mathematical programming
(VPMP) - a model of the technological process with
equivalent criteria, i.e. the choice of the optimal parameters
of the technological process according to experimental data
with equivalent criteria. 4. Building a geometric interpretation
of the results of the solution in a three-dimensional
coordinate system in the relative units. 5. The solution of
the vector problem of mathematical programming - a
model of the technological process for a given priority of
the criterion, i.e. the choice of optimal parameters of the
technological process according to experimental data for a
given priority of the criterion. 6. Geometric interpretation
of the results of the solution in a three-dimensional coordinate
system in physical units. We study a technological process
for which data are known about a certain set of functional
characteristics (certainty conditions), discrete values of
characteristics (uncertainty condition) and restrictions
imposed on the functioning of the technological process
[3,4,5,6]. The numerical problem of modeling a
technological process is solved with equivalent criteria
and with a given priority of the criterion.

at restriction

1, K ,
f kmin ≤ f k ( X ) ≤ f kmax , k =
1, N ,
x min
≤ x j ≤ x max
j
j ,j=

(5)

where Х={xj, j = 1, N } is the vector of controlled
variables (input parameters of the technological process);
F(X)={F1(X) F2(X) I1(X), I2(X)} is a vector criterion,
each component of which represents a vector of criteria
(output characteristics of the technological process). The
magnitude of the characteristic (function) depends on the
discrete values of the vector of variables X. F1(X), F2(X) is
the set of functions max and min, respectively; I1(X) and
I2(X) are the set of discrete values of the characteristics
(definiteness),
max and min, respectively; K 1def , K def
2
K 1unc , K unc
2 (uncertainty) a set of criteria max and
min formed under certainty and uncertainty; in (5),
f min
≤ fk(X)≤ f max
, k= 1, K is a vector-function
k
k
of restrictions imposed on the operation of the
technological process, x min
≤ xj ≤ x max
, j = 1, N are
j
j
parametric restrictions imposed on the technological
process [12].

3.1. Stage 1. The Technical Assignment:
"The choice of the optimal parameters
of the technological process"
It is given. The technological process, the operation of
which is determined by two parameters X={x1, x2} - the
vector of variables (controlled). The operation of the
process is determined by three characteristics (criteria)
F(X)={f1(X), f2(X), f3(X)}, the value of which depends on
the vector of parameters Х. Conditions of certainty. In this
test example, there is no certainty condition. The solution
to this problem can be found in [2,4,8,10]. Conditions of
uncertainty. For the first, second and third characteristics
of the technological process, the results of experimental
data are known: the values of the parameters and the
corresponding characteristics. The numerical values of the
parameters X and the characteristics y1(X), y2(X), y3(X) are
presented in Table 3. (Compare with the data in Table 2).
In the decision taken, the evaluation value for the first,
second and third characteristics (criteria) are desirable to
get as high as possible: f1(X)→max, y2(X)→max,
y3(X)→max. The parameters X={x1, x2} vary within the
following limits: 2.0 ≤ x1 ≤ 3.5, 12.0 ≤ x2 ≤ 30.0. It is
required. Build a model of the technological process in
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the form of a vector problem. Solve the vector problem
with equivalent criteria. Choose a priority criterion. Set
the numerical value of the priority criterion. Make the best
(optimal) solution. Note. The author has developed
software for four parameters: X={x1, x2, x3, x4} and six
characteristics F(X)={f1(X), … , f6(X)}. For each task, the
program is configured individually. If desired, the author
can increase the number of parameters to five: X={x1, … ,
x5}. In the model, criteria with uncertainty conditions can
vary from zero to six.

3.2. Stage 2. Construction of a Mathematical
Model of the Technological Process

2
min ∑ iM
=1 ( y i − yi )

in the MATLAB system. For this, the
polynomial Ak is formed, which determines the
interrelation of the parameters Xi ={x1i, x2i} (6) and the
function y ki = f(Xi,Аk), k= 1,3 .The result is a system of
coefficients Ak={A0k, A1k, …, A9k}, which determine the
coefficients of the polynomial (function):
f k ( X , A) =a0k + a1k x1 + a2k x12 + a3k x2
+ a4k x22 + a6k x1 * x2 , k =
1,3.

3.2.2. Construction in the Conditions of an Uncertainty
Construction in the conditions of an uncertainty
consists in using qualitative and quantitative descriptions
of a technological process obtained on the basis of the
“input-output” principle in Table 3. Converting information
(initial data y1(X), y2(X), y3(X)) into a functional form f1(X),
f2(X), f3(X) is carried out by using mathematical methods
(the regression analysis). The initial data of Table 3 are
formed as a matrix I in the MATLAB system:

=
I

=
yi3 , i 1, M }.
X
, Y {xi1 xi 2 xi3 yi1 yi 2 =

(7)

The experimental data I1={xi1 xi2 yi1} of the matrix (6)
are converted into the function f1(X), which, taking into
account the obtained coefficients, takes the form:

3.2.1. Construction in the Conditions of a Certainty
The functional dependence of each characteristic and
restrictions on the technological process parameters is
defined. In our example, such characteristics are absent.

23

f1 ( X ) = 9.5621 − 4.8992 x1 + 1.0641x12 − 0.0030 x2
+ 0.0058 x22 + 0.0714 x1 x2 .

(8)

The experimental data I2={xi1 xi2 yi2} of the matrix (6)
are converted into the function f2(X), which, taking into
account the obtained coefficients, takes the form:

f2 ( X ) =
7.3480 − 7.6809 x1 + 2.5747 x12 + 0.1851x2
+ 0.1073 x22 + 0.1745 x1 * x2 .

(9)

The experimental data I3 = {xi1 xi2 yi3} of the matrix (6)
are converted to the function f3(X), which, taking into
account the obtained coefficients, takes the form:

(6)

For each experimental data set yk, k= 1,3 the regression
function is constructed using the least squares method

f3 ( X ) =
−0.1020 − 0.3735 x1 + 0.2299 x12 + 0.0221x2
+ 0.0007 x22 − 0.0208 x1 * x2 .

(10)

Table 3. Experimental weld input and output parameters
Process Variables
Travel Speed, v
Laser Power, p (Analog V)
(mm/sec)
x1
x2

Outputs
Wire Feed Rate, r
(m/min)
y1(X)→max

y2(X) →max

Total Accumulated Pore Length, Po
(mm/mm)
y3(X) →max

2.00

21.0

3.5164

46.1626

-0.0304

2.30

15.6

2.7262

26.0414

0.0238

2.30

15.9

2.7308

26.9905

0.0226

2.30

26.4

3.5511

72.3772

0.0633

2.30

26.6

3.5791

73.4713

0.0656

2.75

12.0

2.5799

17.6109

0.2889

2.75

21.0

2.5084

46.8261

0.1809

2.75

21.5

2.5319

48.9588

0.1782

2.75

22.3

2.5757

52.4828

0.1747

Depth, D(mm)

2.75

23.0

2.6201

55.6789

0.1723

2.75

24.0

2.6933

60.4272

0.1701

2.75

25.0

2.7782

65.3902

0.1693

2.75

26.0

2.8746

70.5677

0.1699

2.75

27.0

2.9827

75.9598

0.1719

2.75

30.0

3.3764

93.4238

0.1863

3.20

15.6

2.5819

29.4235

0.5335

3.20

19.6

2.4726

43.0382

0.4542

3.20

26.4

2.7128

74.0632

0.3709

3.20

27.4

2.7933

79.4626

0.3641

3.5

21.0

2.6975

50.3861

0.6508

Min: 2.0

12.0

2.4726

17.6109

-0.0304

Max: 3.5

30.0

3.5791

93.4238

0.6508
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3.2.3. Construction of a Mathematical Model
of the Technological Process

3.3.2. Step 2. The Worst Unchanging Part of Each
Criterion is Determined

(General part for the conditions of certainty and
uncertainty). To build a mathematical model of a
technological process, we use: the functions obtained by
the conditions of certainty and uncertainty (8), (9), (10);
parametrical restrictions.
Functions (8), (9), (10) are considered as criteria
determining the purposefulness of the operation of the
technological process. All criteria K = 3 are aimed at
maximization: f1(X) , f2(X), f3(X) →max. As a result, the
model of the functioning of the technological process will
be represented by the vector problem of mathematical
programming:

The entire document should be in times New Roman
font size 10. Paper title must be centered, bold, regular
font size 20 and all with upper case. at restriction.

opt F ( X ) {=
max F1 ( X ) {max f1 ( X )
=

0
X=
1

=
f10
0
X=
2
=
f 20
0
X=
3
f30 =

x1
{=

2.912, x=
2 18.182} ,

0
f=
1 ( X1 )

x1
{=

2.4018;

2.0, x=
2 12.0} ,

(17)

0
f=
2 ( X 2 ) 15.7696;

x1
{=

2.0, x=
2 13.01} ,

f3 ( X 30 ) = −0.06481.

(11)

≡ 9.5621 − 4.8992 x1 + 1.0641x12
− 0.0030 x2 + 0.0058 x22 − 0.0714 x1 x2 .

max f 2 ( X ) ≡ 7.3480 − 7.6809 x1 + 2.5747 x12
+ 0.1851x2 + 0.1073 x22 + 0.1745 x1 * x2 ,

max f3 ( X ) ≡ −0.1020 − 0.3735 x1 + 0.2299 x12
+ 0.0221x2 + 0.0007 x22 − 0.0208 x1 * x2 ,

(12)

(13)

min F2(X)={Ǿ}}.

(14)

2.0 ≤ x1 ≤ 3.5, 12.0 ≤ x2 ≤ 30.0.

(15)

at restriction

The vector problem of mathematical programming
(11) - (15) represents the model of optimal decision
making under certainty and uncertainty in the aggregate.

3.3. Stage 3. The Solution of the Vector
Problem of Mathematical Programming the Model of the Technological Process
(Algorithm 1 for solving a vector optimization problem
with equivalent criteria, [11]). The solution of the vector
problem (11) - (15) with equivalent criteria is represented
as a sequence of steps.

Figure 1. Pareto set, So⊂S in two-dimensional coordinate system

3.3.3. Step 3. A Systematic Analysis of the Set
of Pareto Optimal Points
A systematic analysis of the set of Pareto optimal points
(i.e. analysis by each criterion) is performed. At the
optimum points X *={X1*, X2*, X3 *}, the values of the
objective functions F(X*)= f q ( X k* )

( )

λ X * = λq ( X k* )

X *k and f *k = fk(X *k ), k= 1, K K - the values of the criteria
at this point, that is, the best solution for each criterion:
X1*
*
X2

= { x1 = 2.0, x2 = 30.0} ,
=

{ x1 =

3.5, x2 = 30.0} ,

f1*

*
f2

=

=

f1 ( X1* )
*
f2 ( X 2 )

= −4.8664;

= −95.8059;

(16)

X 3* = { x1 = 3.5, x2 = 12.0} , f3* = f3 ( X 3* ) = −0.89915.

The constraints (15) and optimum points (16) in the
coordinates {x1, x2} are shown in Figure 1.

q =1, K

are determined,

the vector D=(d1 d2 d3)T deviations for each criterion on
the admissible set S: dk =fk*-fk0, k= 1,3 , and the relative
estimation matrix:

3.3.1. Step 1. Solving Problem (11) - (15) For Each
Criterion Separately
Solving problem (11) - (15) for each criterion
separately, using the fmincon (...) function of the
MATLAB system, the call to the fmincon (...) function
is considered in [10]. As a result of the calculation
for each criterion, we obtain optimum points:

k =1, K

k =1, K
q =1, K

,

where λk(X)=(fk*-fk0)/dk.
2.4018 36.4135 0.2916
2.4646
F X * = 3.1060 15.7696 -0.0628 , D = 80.0363 , (18)
3.1052 18.3114 -0.0648
0.9640

( )

where at restriction

( )

1.0000

0.9767

0.1869

λ X * = 0.2767 1.0000 0.6023 .
0.3446

0.0822

(19)

1.0000

The analysis of the values of criteria (18) in relative
estimates (19) shows that at the points of optimum
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X *={X1*, X2*, X3*} (diagonally) the relative estimate is
equal to one. The remaining criteria are significantly less
than one. It is required to find a point (parameters) at
which the relative estimates are closest to unity. The solution
of this problem is aimed at solving the λ-problem - step 4.
3.3.4. Step 4. The Construction of the λ-problem
The construction of the λ-problem is carried out in two
stages: a maximin optimization problem with normalized
criteria is initially constructed:

λ 0 = max min λk ( X ) , G ( X ) ≤ 0, X ≥ 0.
x

(20)

k

At the second stage, the maximin problem (20) is
transformed into a standard mathematical programming
problem (λ -problem):
(21)

λ 0 = maxλ1, N ,
at restriction
9.5621 - 4.8992 x1 + 1.0641x12 − 0.0030 x2

+ 0.0058 x22 − 0.0714 x1 x2 − f1o
λ−
f1* − f1o




≤ 0, (22)

7.3480 − 7.6809 x1 + 2.5747 x12



+ 0.1851x2 + 0.1073 x22 + 0.1745 x1 x2 − f 2o 
λ−
≤ 0, (23)
f 2* − f 2o
 −0.1020 − 0.3735x1 + 0.2299x12 +0.0221x 2 


 +0.0007x 22 − 0.0208x1x 2 − f3o

λ−
≤ 0, (24)
*
o
f3 − f3

0 ≤ λ ≤ 1,?2.0 ≤ x1 ≤ 3.5,12.0 ≤ x2 ≤ 30.0,

(25)

where the vector of unknowns has dimension of N+1:
X={x1, … , xN, λ}, N=2.
3.3.5. Step 5. Solution of the λ-problem
For this purpose we use the function fmincon(…), [13]:
[Xo,Lo]=fmincon('Z_TS_2Krit_L',X0,Ao,bo,Aeq,beq,lbo,
ubo,'Z_TS_LConst',options). As a result of the solution of
VZMP (11)-(15) at equivalent criteria and λ-problem
corresponding to it (21)-(25) received:
X o = {X o , λ o }
o
o
{=
x1 2.9366, x=
= { X=
2 30.0, λ= 0.3205}}

25

λk(Xo), k= 1, K - values of relative estimates

( )
( )
( )

λ X o = 0.3205, 
 1



o
o
=
λ X
λ2 X
0.9743,  ;
=


λ3 X o = 0.3205 



( )

(28)

λo =0.3205 is the maximum lower level among all relative
estimates, measured in the relative units: λo=min (λ1(Xo),
λ2(Xo), λ3(Xo)) = 0.3205, λo - also called a guaranteed
result in the relative units, i.e., λk(Xo) and, accordingly, the
characteristics of the technological process fk(Xo it is
impossible to improve, without worsening at the same
time other characteristics.
Note that, in accordance with Theorem 2 [11], at point
Xo, criteria 1 and 3 are contradictory. This contradiction is
determined by the equality λ1(Xo)= λ3(Xo) = λo = 0.3205,
and the remaining criteria by the inequality {λ2(Xo)=
0.9743}>λo.
Thus, Theorem 2 serves as the basis for determining the
correctness of the solution of the vector problem. In the
vector problem of mathematical programming, as a rule,
for two criteria, equality is satisfied:

( )

( )

o
λ=
λq X o= λ p X o , q, p ∈ K , X ∈ S ,

(29)

and for other criteria it is defined as inequality:
{λ2(Xo)}>λo.

3.4. Stage 4. Creation of Geometrical
Interpretation of Results of the Decision
in a Three-dimensional Coordinate
In the allowable set of points S formed by constraints
(25), the optimum points X1*, X2*, X3*, which are shown in
Figure 1, combined into a contour, represent the set of
Pareto optimal points, So ⊂ S. The coordinates of these
points, as well as the characteristics of the technological
process in relative units λ1(X), λ2(X), λ3(X) are shown in
Figure 2 in the three-dimensional space x1, x2 and λ, where
the third axis is the relative estimate λ.

(26)

optimum point, which determines the design parameters of
the technological process. Point Xo is shown in Figure 1;
fk(Xo), k= 1, K 1, K - values of criteria (characteristics
of the technological process):

( )
( )
( )

 f X o = 3.192, 
 1



o
o
F X =  f 2 X = 93.746,  ;


 f3 X o = 0.244 



( )

(27)
Figure 2. Geometric interpretation of the solution of the λ-problem
coordinate x1, x3 and λ
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3.5. Stage 5. Decision-making on the Basis of
Technological Process Model at the Set
Priority of Criterion
(Algorithm 2 of the decision in problems of vector
optimization with a criterion priority, [11]).
3.5.1. Step 1. We Solve a Vector Problem with
Equivalent Criteria
The algorithm of the decision is presented in the stage 3.
Numerical results of the solution of the vector problem are
given above. Pareto's great number of So ⊂ S lies between
X 1*

X *2

X *3 X 1* ,

Figure 1. This information
optimum points
is the basis for further research on the structure of the
Pareto set. The decision maker is usually the technological
process designer. If results of the solution of a vector problem
with equivalent criteria do not satisfy the person making
the decision, then the choice of an optimal solution is
carried out from any subset of points of

S 1o ,

S o2 ,

( )

step at equivalent criteria are defined. q=3 given about
criterion are given for the screen:

( )

o
f=
0.24412 ≤ f q ( X ) ≤ 0.89915
q X

(30)

In the relative units the criterion of q=3 changes in the
following limits:

( )

λq X o = 0.3205 ≤ λq ( X ) ≤ 1= λq ( X q* ), q= 3 ∈ K .

3.5.4. Step 4. Choice of Size of the Priority Criterion
(Decision - making)

( )

λ o ≤ λk X o ∀k ∈ K , q ≠ v ≠ k .

On the message: "Enter the size of priority criterion
fq=" - we enter, the size of the characteristic:

For the choice of the priority criterion on the display the
message about results of the solution of λ-problem in physical
and relative units is given: Criteria (27) in Xo optimum point:
F(Xo)={f1(Xo)=3.192, f2(Xo)=93.75, f3(Xo)=0.2441}; The
relative estimates (28) in Xo:
λ(Xo)={λ1(Xo)=0.3205, λ2(Xo)=0.971, λ3(Xo)= 0.3205}.
From the function λ(Xo) it is clear that the first and the
third are the most contradictory criteria:

( )

Xo optimum point to the point of X *q received on the first

This data is analyzed.

and for the others it is carried out inequalities:

( )

For priority criterion of q=3∈K changes of the
numerical limits in the physical units upon transition from

= f q ( X q* ), q= 3 ∈ K .

o
λ=
λq X o= λ p X o , q, v ∈ K , X ∈ S ,

o
o
0.3205,
=
λ o λ=
λ=
1 X
3 X

3.5.3. Step 3. Numerical Limits of the Change of the
Size of a Priority of the Criterion

S 3o .

3.5.2. Step 2. Choice of Priority Criterion of q∈K
From the theory (the Theorem 2 [11]) it is known that
in an optimum point of Xo there are always two most
contradictory criteria: q∈K and v∈K for which in the
relative unit’s precise equality is carried out:

( )

As a rule, from a pair of the contradictory criteria, a
criterion chosen by the decision maker would be improved.
Such criterion is called "priority criterion", we will
designate it q=3∈K. This criterion is investigated in
interaction with the first criterion of k=1∈K.
On the display the message is given:
q=input ('Enter priority criterion (number) of
q =') - Entered: q=3.

(29)

Select from Figure 2 the first and third criteria and
present in the relative units in Figure 3.

fq=0.7. f q(Xo) = 0.24412≤fq=0.7≤0.89915 = fq(X

*
q

),

q=3∈K.
3.5.5. Step 4. The Relative Assessment Is Calculated
For the chosen size of priority criterion fq=0.7 the
relative assessment is calculated:

λq =

f q - f qo
f q*

−

f qo

=

0.7 - (-0.064811)
= 0. 7934, (31)
0.89915 − (-0.064811)

which upon transition from Xo point to X *3 lies in the
limits:

( )

0. 3205 = λ3 X o ≤ λ3 = 0.7 ≤ λ3 ( X 3* ) = 1, q ∈ K .
3.5.6. Step 6. Let's Calculate Coefficient of the Linear
Approximation
Assuming the linear nature of the change of the
criterion of fq(X) in (30) and according to the relative
assessment of λq, using standard linear approximation
techniques, we will calculate the proportionality
coefficient between λq(Xo), λq which we will call ρ:

ρ=

Figure 3. Result the solution of the problem (21)-(25) in the threedimensional coordinate system {x1, x3, λ}: λ1(X) and λ3(X)

λq - λq (X o )
λq (X *q ) − λq (X o )

0.7 − 0.3205
=
= 0.696, q= 3 ∈ K .
1 − 0.3205

(32)
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3.5.7. Step 7. Let's Calculate Coordinates of a Priority
of the Criteria

27

Figure 6, respectively. The first characteristic f1(X) in
physical units show in Figure 4.

Assuming the linear nature of change of a vector
of Xq={x1 x3}, q=3 we will determine point coordinates
with dimension of fq =0.7, the relative assessment
(31):

 x1 =X o (1) + ρ ( X (1) − X o (1)), 
2
xλq ==0.7
=

o
o
 x2 =X ( 2 ) + ρ ( X ( 2 ) − X ( 2 )) 
where X o={x1= 2.9366, x2= 30.0}, X *3 ={x1=3.5, x2=12.0}.
As result of the decision (33) we will receive Xq point
with coordinates:

Xq = { x1 = 3.3287, x2 = 17.4726} .

(33)

3.5.8. Step 7. Calculation of the Main Indexes
of a Point of Xq
For the received Xq point, we will calculate:
 all criteria in the physical units fk(xq)={fk(xq), k= 1, K },
f(Xq)={f1(xq)= 2.6107, f2(xq)= 36.1524, f3(xq)= 0.5919};
 all relative estimates with the criterion priority
λq ={λ qk , k= 1, K }, λk(xq)=

f k ( x q ) - f ko
f k* − f ko

Figure 4. Result the solution of the problem (11)-(15) in the threedimensional coordinate system {x1, x3 and f1(X)}

The characteristic f2(X) in physical units show in Figure 5.

, k= 1, K 1, K ,

λk(xq)={λ1(xq) = 0.0847, λ2(xq) = 0.2547, λ3(xq) = 0.6813};
 minimum relative assessment: min(λk(Xq)) = 0.0847;
 vector of priorities of the third criterion over other
λq (x q )
criteria Pq={p qk =
, k= 1, K }:
λk (x q )
Pq=[p 13 =9.1, p 32 =2.6, p 33 =1.0].
Any point from Pareto's set X to ={λ to , X to }∈ So can be
similarly calculated.
3.5.9. Analysis of Results
The calculated size of criterion fq(X to ), q∈K is usually
not equal to the set fq. The error of the choice of
∆fq=|fq(X to ) - fq| =|0.5919 - 0.7|=0.1081 is defined by an
error of linear approximation, ∆fq%= 13.5%. In the course
of the modeling parametrical restrictions (20) can be
changed, i.e. some set of optimum decisions is received.
Choose a final version which in our example included
from this set of optimum decisions:
 parameters of technological process Xo={x1= 2.9366,
x2= 30.0};
 the parameters of the technical system at a given
priority criterion q=3: Xq={x1= 3.3287, x2=17.4726}.

Figure 5. Result the solution of the problem (11)-(15) in the threedimensional coordinate system {x1, x3 and f2(X)}

The third characteristic f3(X) in physical units show in
Figure 6.

3.6. Stage 6. Geometrical Interpretation of
Results of the Decision in Three to a
Measured Frame in Physical Units
We represent these parameters in a two-dimensional x1,
x2 and three dimensional coordinate system x1, x2 and λ in
Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure3, and also in physical units for
each function f1(X), f2(X), f3(X) on Figure 4, Figure 5,

Figure 6. Result the solution of the problem (11)-(15) in the threedimensional coordinate system {x1, x3 and f3(X)}
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4. Conclusion
The problem of making the optimal decision in a
complex technological process for a certain set of
functional characteristics is one of the most important
problems of system analysis and design. The paper
presents a new technology (methodology) for constructing
a mathematical model of the technological process in the
conditions of certainty and uncertainty in the form of a
vector problem of mathematical programming. Decision
results are the basis for making decisions of the process
under study at the entire set of Pareto optimal points. The
theory shows the principles of optimality of a point, firstly,
with equivalent criteria, and secondly, with a given
priority of the criterion. These methods of vector
optimization can be used in the design of technical
systems, technological processes, material structure for
various industries: electrical, aerospace, metallurgical, etc.
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